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ATTORNEY JOBS IN COLUMBUS
The main reason being Ohio is home to one of the good schools of law and often young attorneys want to practice at a place which is closer to their actual
place of residence – relocation is often frowned upon. Moreover, Columbus is a thriving and bustling city and people are particularly sensitive and informative
when it comes to dealing with law. There are some great openings as an attorney in Columbus.
Columbus Attorney Jobs
• Attorney and Senior Lead Operations: Holding a dual position of an operations manager and an attorney might be a daunting task but then, you’re not
working in NY or Washington! It is one of the highest paying attorney jobs in Columbus.
• Commercial Loan: Finding loans to setup a business isn’t an easy job anymore, especially after banks throughout the country went bankrupt with huge
credit losses. Financial losses incurred prompted the financial institutions to set stringent loan policies and since getting loans and that too for commercial
reasons has become a pain. 
Attorneys here have a lot of work to do especially in a place where more people are eager on starting a business.
• Real Estate: The real estate boom that Columbus is witnessing is at par with the best cities in the country. People are buying and selling property and the
entire region is seeing a quite but steady construction boom. Attorneys specializing in property consultancy and property itself have a good work to do. 
• Counsel: For obvious reasons, consultancy and counseling jobs are witnessing a boom too along with the real estate here. An attorney as a counsel is better
accepted that those who do not have a specialization. Legal counsels are performing far better than their counterparts elsewhere.
• Insurance: People are again looking forward to insurance companies for the recovery of their lost money in stocks and shares. Columbus is buying
insurance and asking for claims like no other city at the moment.
For such attorney jobs, Columbus is proving to be a place that is a safe haven. 
• Federal Attorney Jobs: The government is of recent, taking more interest in Columbus due to the revenue it is generating and hence needs good attorneys to
help it. Federal attorneys are well-paid and well kept. They are a respected lot. You need to have a good support of experience before you can opt for a federal
legal job.
The job of attorneys is expected to grow even more and faster in Columbus. There is no need to state that a fresher has good opportunities here and those
who are graduating with great grades have a good chance as an attorney in Columbus.

 


